
TESCO PORTER S GENERIC STRATEGIES

Main Aspects of Porter's Generic Strategies Tesco has the capacity to achieve its competitive advantage through the
differentiation of its products and services.

The main indicator of this strategic fit of Tesco is its strong brand image and reputation. In other words, Tesco
pursues a strategy of cost leadership or differentiation either in a specific market or with specific products. The
full SWOT analysis of Tesco is presented in Appendix B, summarizing the key issues from the business
environment and the strategic capability, including resources and competence, of the company that are most
likely to impact on strategy development 5. Percentage changes in sales at Tesco in Great Britain compared to
a year earlier from January to March  These have helped Tesco to become as a competitive retailer by
enhancing its position in the market. In order to identify core competences in a particular market, the question
of â€” why is the customer willing to pay more or less for one product or service than another- needs to be
addressed. It has repeated its approach in banking, by capitalizing on its brand. Suppliers of major food
retailers in UK have the threat of losing their business if they make higher bargaining and in such a situation,
they makes positive negotiations for getting products at most possible low price Dhabalia,  During the
economic recession, customers preferred discounted products and it generated threat for the company.
Applying this framework to Tesco shows that the company in order to be successful has to base its business
strategy on these capabilities. Sustainability will be concerned with whether a strategy addresses the
circumstances in which the company is operating. For example, Tesco have been very successful in capturing
the leadership of the retailing market. This will differentiate the product which means the product will be more
competitive than others Hutchinson et al. The company was able to acquire greater level of customer
satisfaction by implementing effective strategies that developed its competitive advantages, reports Mintel 
And towards the end, threshold and unique resources of Tesco, UK and its core capabilities and competencies
are highlighted. In accordance to this framework, while both overall cost leadership and differentiation
strategies are aimed at the broad market, Tesco may also choose to confine their product to specific market
areas or may choose to offer a smaller line of products to the broad market, thus pursuing a strategy of focus
or niche Porter,  So the company can utilize this opportunity effectively for attracting more customers. Thus,
the Differentiation Strategy is implemented in large industry where products or services are perceived unique
by the customer. The company efficiently communicates with the customers about the various products and
services through advertisements in newspapers, TV, radio etc. Here the business activities are divided into two
sections- primary and supporting activities. New York: Oxford University press. It had fostered powerful
identities by making their retiling concept into a virus and spending it out into the culture via a variety of
channels: cultural sponsorship, political controversy, consumer experience and brand extensions. Vision and
strategy. It is about the rationale of this expansion-market development strategy. Principles of marketing. For
example, for many years up to In Tesco has been recognised a leading UK food retailer Tesco had a very
strong position within the retailing industry. These new markets are also demographically high opportunity
markets. From the market environment analysis, it was identified that, the food retail industries have
opportunities in the healthier food items but most of the companies expect growth from the sale of non- food
items Kotler, et al,  This is, in fact, the strategy Tesco is trying to follow Explorer,  For overcoming the
competition in the market, company should concentrate on online trading and it will help to change the small
scale nature of the company. Cost Leadership tends to be more competitors oriented rather than customer
oriented Frambach, et. If Tesco uses another strategy of differentiation, than it has to try to offer services and
products with unique features that customers value. Tesco marketing mix. This indicated the importance of
product differentiation. Through a long period of operations, core competencies of Tesco have to be rather
fixed. Some 50, new service accounts per week are being opened and Tesco sees these areas as long term
businesses with the potential to build real scale.


